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It is known that a minimization problem having a finite feasible region with k elements can 
be formulated as an integer programming problem by introducing at most [log, kl additional 
integer variables. In this note, we show that this bound is best possible in the sense that some 
minimization problem actually requires Dog* kl additional variables. 
The formulation of a minimtition problem as an integer programming (ab- 
breviated to IP) problem has been discussed in various papers such as Meyer [3], 
Ibaraki [l] and Jeroslow [2]. A minimization problem: 
minimize f(x) subject to XE S, (I) 
where f : S ---, R and S c R” (R denotes the set of real numbers) is said to have an 
IP formulatil;in if there exist positive integer m and p, a vector b E Rp and a 
(m + n + 1) x p matrix A such that 
x E S and z =f(x) hold if and only if there exist x ER” 
and z E R satisfying (x, z, y)A s 6 for some y E Z”, 
(2) 
where 2 denotes the set of integers. 
Integer variables y,, y2, . . . , y,,, are additional uatiables introduced for the IP 
formulation. The above definition is a slightly modified version of [ 11, in that [l] 
uses the all-integer formulation (i.e., S c Z”, f(x)~ 2 and x E 2” are assumed in 
(1) and (2)) whereas the present one is the mixed-integer formulation. A formula- 
tion which is more general than the above mixed-integer formulation is adopted 
in [3]. 
It can be easily shown by extending the proof in [1] (corresponding to the slight 
difference in the definition) that if S is a finite set with k elements, then a 
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minimization problem (1) can be formulated as an IP problem with at most 
m = [log, k] additional variables ([Xl denotes the smallest integer not smaller 
than X). Reference [l] also conjectures that the bound is best possible in the 
sense that some minimization problems actually require at least [log* k] addi- 
tional variables. 
In this note, we prove this conjecture affirmatively. 
2. Proof of the ctmjectme 
Pt will be shown through several emmas that the following problem requires at 
least [log, k] additional variables. 
S={(x,,x2,. l ., G)(XjE{O,l}, j=l,2,...,n) (CR”) 
f(x)=0 forx&. 
(3) 
Note that S is a finite set with k = 2” elements and [log, k] = n. All the elements 
in S are extreme points of Conv S, where Conv X denotes the convex hull of set 
x. 
Assume that an IP formulation of this problem with the minimum number of 
additional variables is obtained. Define for x E R” 
e(x) = {y E 2” I(32 E R)((x, z, y)A s b)}. (4) 
Condition (2) asserts that e(x) # 0 if and only if x E S. For problem (3) we can say 
more. 
Lemma 1. 4(x=) n #(Xb) = t/J holds for xa # Xb E s. 
Proof. If yk +(xa) BI $(xb), then (xa, za, y’) and (xb, zb, y’) are feasible solutions 
of (x, t, y)A G b, where z’ = f(r’). Then the convex sum 
h(XO, za, y') + (1 - A)(?, tb, y’) 
is also a feasible solution for any 0 G A 6 1. This implies 
by definition (2), but it is a contradiction to the definition (3) of S, in which each 
x E S is an extreme point of Conv S. 
Lemma2. LetY=U x1Es @(xi). (Y has at least k = 2” points by Lemmci 1.) Let 
Ext X denote the set of extreme points of a convex set X. T/ten 
(i) Conv Y n 2” = Y (i.e., Conv Y does not contain any integer pint other than 
those in Y). 
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(ii) If y* E +(xa) satisfies y*iit Ext Conv Y, i.e., 
Y*= c hY* 
yeEatConvY,y#y" 
9 
where OSA+l and C&=1, then b=O holds unless y@(xa). 
(iii) Ext Conv Y n #0(x’) # $l for any x’ E S. 
Raot. (i) Consider an integer point y*~ Conv Y nZm such that 
where 0 G 4 s 1 and c 4 = 1. Then a:_ l A+‘, xi_, 1 AiZ’, y”) it 13bviously a feasible 
solution of (x, z, y)A S b, where z’ = f(x’) and & = &eti(X~) 4 for xi E S. Recall 
here that, if hi were not zero or one, C” is l A,& S follows from definition (3) of S. 
If Al are zero or one (i.e., exactly one hi is one and others are zero), however, 
Y*= c &Y 
Y-m*) 
(6) 
holds for some x4 E S. This implies y”e @(x4), i.e., y* E Y, as easily shown. 
(ii) By the same reasoning as in (i) (replacing Y by Ext Conv y), we can 
conclude from yap Jl(x”) that A, = 1 and hi = 0 for all i# a. Therefore A, = 0 
holds in (5) unless y E $(x”). 
(iii) +(x’) # 0, property (ii) and Lemma 1 immediately imply (iii). 
The following lemma is cited in [4] with a credit to J.W.S. Cassels. Tbe proof is 
rather simple and included here for completeness. 
I4mma.3. LetP~RmbeaclosedconvexsetwithExt~(={y1,y2,...,yk})tZm 
which is finite. If Tinzm = Ext %!, then k G 2” must hold. 
Fr&* If k > 2”, some il # i2 satisfy yil = y” (mod 2) since each component of y is 
either even or odd. Then y’= #y’l+- ~4) is an integer point not in Ext %?. This is a 
contradiction. 
As a consequence of the above lemmas, we have the next theorem. 
‘Rbe~rem 1. A minimization problem (3) requires ct least n = [log, kl additional 
variables when it is formulated as an IP problem in the sense of (2). 
proof. Consider an IP formulation (2) with the minimum number of additional 
variables and let Y* denote the projection of the feasible region of (x, z, y)A s b 
on the y-sapce, i.e., 
Y*={yeRm ((3x~R”,z~R)((x,z, y)Asb} (CR”). 
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By condition (2), p n 2” = Y holds, where Y is defined in Lemma 2. Now, for 
each xi E S, delete from (Ext Conv Y) e7 #(xi) (C Y) all the points except one, and 
denote the set Y after this modification by Y’. Y’ satisfies 
(Ext Conv Y’R #(xi)1 = 1 (7) 
for all xi E S, where 1 l 1 denotes the cardinality of the set therein. This is possible 
by property (iii) of Lemma 2. Then we have 
Conv Y’ n 2” = Ext Conv Y’, (8) 
as shown below. First Conv Y’nZ” 3 Ext Conv Y’ is obvious. To prove the 
converse, consider y” E Conv Y’ n 2”. Then y” E #(x”) holds for some xQ E S by 
Y’c Y and property (i) of Lemma 2, and hence 
yo = c A,Y* 
ye(ExtConv Y’K’W(xa~ 
where O~h,~l and CA,= 1, by Ext Conv Y’ c Ext Conv Y and property (ii) of 
Lemma1 2. However, this and (7) imply y” E Ext COW Y’, proving 
Conv Y’ n 2” c Ext Conv Y’. 
Now let Y = Conv Y’ in Lemma 3. Since Y* 3 Conv Y’ is obvious by definition 
and COW Y’ has k = 2” extreme points by (7), we can conclude that 2” 2 k, i.e., 
m 2 [log, kl = n by Lemma 3. 
Remark. It is not known whether problem (3) requires at least n = [log, kl 
additional variab!es if the all-integer definition [1] is used. In the case of Meyer’s 
mixed-integer definition [3], however, the above proof can be directly extended to 
show that at least [log, kl additional integer variables are necessary. 
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